Instead of using f 4 5 + f 5 − f 5 4 = 0 to describe the Hermitian curve in characteristic 2, which has many points over F 16 , disguise it by using y := f 5 f 4 and x := f 2 4 to get the defining equation y 8 + y 2 x 3 + x 9 = 0 instead. MAGMA's IntegralClosure function is an implementation of algorithms designed for number fields, then extended to functions fields in one independent variable. gives an error because it only works for separable extensions. allows n to be arbitrary, uses a primary decomposition to break a general problem into parts, uses Jacobians (but seems to recompute them for every new ring produced) to avoid most separability problems, ignores the monomial ordering given, choosing instead to impose a grevelex ordering on a list of variables gotten by tacking on variables defining ring R i+1 over R i at the end, minimizes this list of variables by possibly removing variables of any type that are noted to be products of other variables. This often produces completely unreadable (though often correct) presentations of the integral closure, with structure having no relation to the structure of the original ring. Curiously, the individual ring extensions are based on quadratic and linear relations, but over the previous ring; and no attempt is made either theoretically or practically to try for a presentation of the same form. Ignoring the bug, consider the form of this answer. From normap, it is possible to see that
To figure out what T (2), T (3), and T (4) are is hopeless from this presentation, as is any idea of how one might effectively use such a presentation, despite the fact that it was generated from quadratic and linear relations at every recursion. It is possible to produce a slightly better presentation: ring r1=2,(t4,t3,t2,t1,y,x),(lp(4),wp(9,8)); map phi=R,t1,t2,t3,t4; ideal i1=phi(norid),y-t1,x-t1^2*t4^2-t2; option(redSB); x . So had this been produced, it would have been clear that these were functions of weights 38, 181, and 10 respectively, not the 4, 5, 10, and 15 expected. It is left to the intereseted reader to decide whether the following is correct or not: gives a "correct" answer, while
6 2 2 8 4 4 2 3 5 3 6 3 (w x + y , x + w x + y , x*y + w + x y + w , w w + x y + w y + y + x + 13 13 13 13 22 13 13
is both unreadable because of poor I/O (with exponents on a separate line) and because it is wrong, with wt(w 13 ) = 20, and wt(w 22 ) = 34. icFracP in Macaulay 2 now and a version of it called normal p in SINGU-LAR which produce only fractions to define ic(S) over S; based on a strippeddown view of the qth power algorithm (written by Singh ans Swanson) which ignores everything except the descending-chain-of-modules and the Frobenius map. These provide the fractions very quickly for small positive characteristic, but normal p's "withring" option (probably the old normal ring output) does not necessarily have a finite running time. To be fair integralClosure may not have a finite running time on the same moderate-sized examples that normal and "withring" fail on.] gives fractions which would have weights 0, 4, 5, 10, and curiously 120 respectively.
